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is the term employed in astronomi al eld to refer to the turbulen e affe ting the spatial and angular resolution of images obtained at the ground-based teles opes fo i.
Flu tuations of temperature indu e u tuations of the refra tive index and, nally, to u tuations of the amplitude and phase of wavefronts (ele tromagneti eld) oming from astrophysi al
obje ts lo ated in the faraway spa e. The origin of opti al turbulen e is therefore somehow different from the dynami turbulen e (having a me hani origin) that is familiar to physi ists of
the atmosphere. On the other side, opti al and dynami turbulen e are stri tly physi ally related.
'Opti al Turbulen e' (OT)

The opti al turbulen e is, by far, one of the main auses limiting the observational ground-based
astronomy (OGBA) performan es. The future and the su ess of the OGBA strongly depend
on our ability (1) in hara terizing the opti al turbulen e at the summit of the astronomi al
sites from a qualitative as well as quantitative point of view, (2) in improving our knowledge on
the me hanisms produ ing and developing the opti al turbulen e (3) in predi ting 3D maps of
the opti al turbulen e to optimize the exible-s heduling of s ienti programs and instruments
pla ed at the fo us of teles opes and (4) in orre ting wave-front perturbations produ ed by the
atmospheri turbulen e.
Several among the most hallenging s ienti programs to be arried out with ground-based
teles opes and aiming to enhan e our understanding of Universe require ex ellent turbulent onditions to be su essfully performed. Competitiveness of ground-based astronomy with respe t to
the spa e-based one is stri tly related to our ability in identifying and predi ting su h a temporal
window in the most a urate way. On the front of the Adaptive Opti s te hniques, new sophisti ated methods (MCAO, GLAO, LGS) on eived to optimize perturbed wave-fronts orre tion
on dierent eld of view and to optimize the e ien y of their employment require today a more
detailed knowledge of the verti al distribution of the OT (not only integral values). This new
generation AO requires a more detailed study of the Point Spread Fun tion (PSF) morphology
(for wide as well as narrow elds) and a omprehension of its onne tion with dierent parts
of the turbulent spe trum. Some spe i topi s su h as the pre ise nature and role played by
the spatial oheren e outer s ale in the High Angular Resolution (HAR) te hniques, the turbulen e spe trum features in non-Kolmogorov regimes , are still theatre of dis ussion at present, and
a more genuine s ienti debate is suitable to better dene the frontiers of the theory in this eld.
The Operational Numeri al Weather Predi tion (NWP) systems at medium and mesos ale range
might play an important role for the ground-based astronomy in the next de ades. 4D-Var Assimilation Data employing satellites measurements re ently strongly improved the quality of the
Medium Range Weather Fore asts. A new hallenge for the meteorology appeared at the horizon: the Mesos ale Data Assimilation. This onsists on a network of surfa e stations and a
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mesos ale assimilation system with a resolution of a few kilometers. Su h a system is mandatory
to improve the ability of mesos ale models in re onstru ting the unresolved physi al parameters
(su h as the opti al turbulen e) evolving at spatial and temporal s ales smaller than the model
resolution and to improve the a ura y of meteorologi al weather fore asts extended on limited
surfa es. How this an be set up in remote regions of the earth su h as those typi ally interesting
for astronomers ?

Aims of this International Conferen e is to join resear hers (astronomers, physi ists, meteorologists) to dis uss about how to fa e the ground-based astronomy new era from the point of
view of the TURBULENCE putting in eviden e the main hallenges and riti al points. We
exhort spe ialists in ea h eld (instrumentation, modeling, theory, AO simulations and systems)
in highlighting their new results as well as the open questions/problems/anomalies raised up in
their resear hes. We wish to give to this meeting the framework of an experiment aiming to
enfor e new typologies of ollaborations enhan ing interdis iplinary and ross-eld intera tions.
A spe ial session will be dedi ated to an open dis ussion with the parti ipation of a few s ientists
who lead a few among the most powerful ground-based fa ilities from whi h the su ess of future ground-based astronomy will depend on and s ientists leading operational fore asts systems.
Contributions on the following topi s are wel ome:
 Instruments, measurements, site testing survey of opti al and dynami turbulen e
 Opti al turbulen e in the troposphere and stratosphere
 Opti al Turbulen e Data Base
 Inter- omparison measurements from dierent instruments, standardization of instruments
 Calibration: Instruments and Atmospheri Models
 Opti al turbulen e modeling and fore asts
 Turbulen e losure s hemes for night stable onditions
 Data Assimilation: GCM and mesos ale models
 Operational Models: GCM and mesos ale models
 AO and opti al turbulen e: simulations with analyti and Monte Carlo models
 PSF morphology (wide and narrow eld) vs. turbulen e
 MCAO, GLAO, LGS vs. turbulen e
 Flexible-s heduling: strategies, present systems, lessons learnt, quanti ation of the s hedul-

ing e ien y
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Retrieving high layer atmospheri turbulen e statisti s
on E-ELT s ales
C. Ar idia ono
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1

INAF - Osservatorio Astronomi o di Padova, Padova, Italy

In the framework of the Extremely Large Teles ope design study, the Work Pa kage (WP)
12000 is studying the Site Chara terization for an European Extremely Large Teles ope. In parti ular, INAF is in the WP 12300 group for the Large s ale atmospheri properties study. Previous studies done in many astronomi al sites have been optimized on spatial s ales omparable
with 3-4meter to 10meter lass teles opes. The strong interest of the Astronomi al Community
in giant teles opes imposes a dierent site hara terization opportune for 30-40meter lass teles opes. One of the entral point in the Adaptive Opti s for Extremely Large Teles opes is given
from the a hievable sky overage. Generally speaking, sky overage is dominated by the high
altitude layers orre tion. In other words ground layer adaptive opti s has a sky overage mu h
larger than other kind of orre tions. That means that ways to improve the sky overage in
the sensing of high altitude layers an be very ee tive in terms of overall performan es. Moreover, there are good reasons to translate high oheren e time of owing layers, in a generalized
Taylor assumption, into larger sky overages. This poster presents the opti al design of TOE,
The Onduline Experiment, a WaveFront Sensor for sensing a Very Large Field of View on-board
the VLT and possibly other teles opes as Gran TeCan in Canary islands. Su h a WFS is to be
intended as a tool to probe the atmospheri parameters in the free atmosphere (i.e. far from the
ground layer) on a linear s ale of the same order of magnitude of the diameter of the ELTs under
onsideration in this period.
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LOLAS Results at Mauna Kea: Extreme
Altitude-Resolution Monitoring of Turbulen e-Proles
in the Boundary Layer
R. Avila , J. L. Avilés , R. Wilson , M. Chun , T. Butterley and E. Carras o
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The Low Layer S idar (LOLAS) is an instrument aimed at the measurement of opti alturbulen e proles in the atmospheri boundary layer with high altitude-resolution. The method
is based on the Generalized S idar (GS) on ept, but unlike the GS instruments whi h need a 1-m
or larger teles ope, LOLAS is implemented on a dedi ated 40- m teles ope. The instrument was
deployed in Mauna Kea for a seven-month period. In this ontribution we will briey present key
instrumental aspe ts and report the results obtained during that ampaign. Turbulen e proles
with altitude-sampling interval as small as 12 m were obtained. This is the rst statisti al
analysis of proles with su h an altitude resolution.
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Turbulen e in high angular resolution te hniques in
astronomy
J. M. Be kers
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Emeritus of National Solar Observatory, Tu son, Arizona, US

All astronomi al observations are done best from spa e where the absorption by and turbulen e in the Earth atmosphere are absent. One has a ess to the entire ele tro-magneti radiation
spe trum and the absen e of seeing allows unlimited angular resolution. However, the ost of
fa ilities in spa e is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude of similar sized fa ilities on Earth. Experimental astrophysi ists have therefore in the past de ades pursued the development of te hniques to
over ome the seeing limitations by the atmosphere. So far they have been very su essful at this
and mu h more is almost ertain to ome. Adaptive Opti s (AO) will make very large (8-10
meters diameter) and extremely large (30-42 meters diameter) teles opes dira tion limited rst
in infrared wavelengths and eventually at visible wavelengths. The development of fast opti al
turbulen e/seeing wavefront sensing using arti ial sour es (Laser Bea ons) will enable doing
that over the entire sky. Atmospheri Tomography (AT) needed for Multi-Conjugate Adaptive
Opti s (MCAO) will give 3D maps of the variable atmospheri turbulen e. Large interferometers with baselines of hundreds of meters will further enhan e the angular resolution using fringe
tra king for both o-phasing and oherent operation. Ground based astronomy is therefore entering a new era in whi h milli-ar se ond observations and better are foreseen even of obje ts
at the edge of the universe. Of ourse, those observations will be limited to the atmospheri
spe tral "windows". Where the atmosphere absorbs, spa e observations will be indispensable.
The astronomi al te hniques will result in information of atmospheri opti al turbulen e whi h
is likely to be of interest for meteorologists. I will give a broad review of these te hniques with
results to demonstrate the present state-of-the-art of the te hnology and resulting s ien e.
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Using the s intillation of extended obje ts to probe the
lower atmosphere
J. M. Be kers
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Emeritus of National Solar Observatory, Tu son, Arizona, US

The s intillation of point-like obje ts is primarily aused by thermal u tuations in the upper
atmosphere. For them the s intillation index (σI2 ) is proportional to the height integral of Cn2 (h)
weighted by a height dependent fun tion F(h) = hα where α = +5/3. For extended obje ts
like the Sun or the Moon the height ontribution to the (mu h smaller) s intillation is quite
dierent. Be ause of their size the ee ts of the opti al turbulen e is averaged over an ever
in reasing area as the distan e to the dete tor in reases. Here I will assume verti al viewing
where the area diameter in reases like h*Ω where Ω is the angular diameter of the Sun or Moon.
For Kolmogorov turbulen e the fun tion F(h) then still has the same shape, but α = -1/3 so
that the lower layers ontribute more to s intillation making it a good tool for the probing of the
lower atmospheri layers. Using an array of s intillometers one an probe the Cn2 (h) distribution
of those lower layers in a te hnique alled SHABAR. SHABARs have been used in site testing
for lower atmosphere probing for solar and nighttime teles opes. The aim is to establish the
height to pla e teles opes, like the Advan ed Te hnology Solar Teles ope (ATST), to minimize
boundary layer seeing ee ts. SHABAR site tests using the Moon are planned both for Ar ti
sites (Hi kson's talk) and Antar ti sites (Storey's talk) where boundary layer heights are very
site dependant rea hing sometimes very small values. In this talk I will des ribe some of the
solar results related to the ATST site testing. I will also dis uss the s intillation of planets whi h
have an F(h) fun tion dierent in shape from that of the Sun or Moon. For low heights, where
their beams still are narrow, F(h) has a α of +5/3 (as for stars); for large heights it is 1/3 (as
for the Sun & Moon). For Mars the height ontributions F(h) for seeing and s intillation are
similar.
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Pupil sli ing adaptive opti s: making extremely large
teles opes dira tion limited at short wavelenghts
J. M. Be kers
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Extremely Large Teles opes (ELTs) will have aperture diameters up to 42 meters. Adaptive
Opti s (AO) at short wavelengths (1 mi ron) will be very hard to implement at these wavelengths
be ause of the limited number of a tuators on state-of-the-art deformable mirrors and be ause
of the limited brightness of Laser Guide Stars (LGSs). For 1 ar se seeing at 500 nm wavelength
deformable mirrors (DMs) with about 150000 a tuators will be needed and LGSs of a brightness
of V = 8 to 9. That ex eeds our present apabilities by a fa tor of about 100 and 2 magnitudes
respe tively. One might expe t both to improve with time. We propose to ombine the te hniques
of "pupil sli ing" and AO to sharpen the teles ope images at short wavelengths to the size of Airy
disk of the pupil sli es. I refer to this te hnique as "Pupil Sli ing Adaptive Opti s" or PSAO.
At 500 nm wavelength that would orrespond to the Airy disk of an appr. 5 meter diameter
aperture, or a FWHM of 0.02 ar se . As DMs in rease in their number of a tuators, the size
of the pupil sli es in rease thus improving the angular resolution. Ultimately the full angular
resolution of, for example, a 42 meter aperture would be rea hed (0.0024 ar se at 500 nm).
Of ourse, this does not resolve the issue of the limited brightness of LGSs. In that ase one
has to wait for more powerful lasers and the development of perspe tive elongation orre tion
te hniques. Alternatively one would a ept limited sky overage (0.1%) when using natural guide
stars (NGSs). Parti ularly interesting is the PSAO te hnique for high resolution spe tros opy
where the smaller image sizes even for many sli es results in a signi ant de rease in spe trograph
dimensions. The work presented is the result of ollaboration with Torben Andersen and Mette
Owner-Petersen at the Lund Observatory.
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SNODAR: a new instrument to measure the height of
the atmospheri boundary layer on the Antar ti
plateau.

C. S. Bonner , M. C. B. Ashley , J. S. Lawren e , J. V. Storey , D. M. Luong-Van and
S. G. Bradley
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The height of the atmospheri boundary layer on the Antar ti plateau is of parti ular importan e to designers of opti al teles opes for Antar ti a. SNODAR was developed at the University
of New South Wales to measure the height of the atmospheri boundary layer at Dome A and
Dome C on the Antar ti plateau. SNODAR, or Surfa e layer Non-Doppler A ousti Radar,
is a true monostati high-frequen y a ousti radar operating between 3kHz and 14kHz. Su h
high frequen ies propagate relatively well in the low temperature Antar ti atmosphere. As the
height of the boundary layer at Dome C is expe ted to be less then 30m, and unknown at Dome
A, SNODAR was designed to have a minimum sampling height of 5m with a verti al resolution
of 1m or better. The maximum sampling height is dependent on atmospheri onditions, but is
expe ted to be greater then 300m at Dome C. SNODAR uses a PC/104 omputer to perform
signal pro essing in real time, and a USB sound ard for low laten y analogue IO. SNODAR
was designed to run autonomously storing data on USB ash disks for retrieval the following
summer, while uploading of data a quisition s ripts and spot he king of data is possible via
Iridium satellite through UNSW's PLATO fa ility. SNODAR also in orporates a unique in-situ
alibration sphere, based on te hniques borrowed from underwater a ousti s. We present details
of the design, alibration and results from the testing of SNODAR.
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SNODAR: Measuring the atmospheri boundary layer
on the high Antar ti plateau.

C. S. Bonner , G. Allen , M.C.B. Ashley , S. Bradley , X. Cui , J. R. Everett , L.
Feng , X. Gong , S. Hengst , J.Hu , Z. Jiang , C. A. Kulesa , J. S. Lawren e , Y. Li ,
D. LuongVan , A. M. Moore , C. Pennypa ker , W. Qin , R. Riddle , Z. Shang , J.
W. V. Storey , B. Sun , N. Suntze , N. F. H. Tothill , T. Travouillon , C. K.
Walker , L. Wang , J. Yan , J. Yang , H. Yang, , D. York , X. Yuan , X. Zhang , Z.
Zhang , X. Zhou and Z. Zhu
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The nature of the atmospheri boundary layer above the Antar ti plateau is of interest
both to atmospheri s ientists and to astronomers wishing to plan future opti al teles opes.
SNODAR, or Surfa e layer NOnDoppler A ousti Radar, was designed at the University of New
South Wales to measure the turbulen e in the boundary layer at sites su h as Dome C and Dome
A. The rst SNODAR was deployed to Dome A in January 2008 as part of the PANDA proje t
by a 1300km Chinese traverse from Zhongshan station. A PC/104 omputer performs the signal
pro essing in real time. SNODAR runs autonomously, storing raw data on USB ash disks for
retrieval the following summer, while uploading pro essed data via the Iridium satellite network
through the University of New South Wales PLATO fa ility. The Iridium ommuni ation also
allows SNODAR to be remotely ontrolled. We present initial proles from February 2008.
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Prolometry for the lower terrestrial atmosphere
J. Borgnino , A. Berdja , A. Ziad and J. Maire
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Emeritus of Laboratoire Fizeau, Université de Ni e-Sophia Antipolis, Fran e

The on ept of an opti al turbulen e proler (theory and numeri al simulations) well-adapted
for the study of the terrestrial atmosphere boundary-layer has been already presented (Symposium on Seeing - Kona, Mar h 2007). By observing the entran e teles ope pupil through 2
diaphragms (thin slits) pla ed on the solar limb image this proler, based on a triangulation
method identi al to the one used in the SLODAR experiment, allows to dedu e verti al proles
of the opti al turbulen e energy Cn2 (h). It has been shown that the intensity u tuations observed
in the pupil images are, at the rst order, proportional to the u tuations of the angle-of-arrival
omponent onsidered in the dire tion perpendi ular to the solar limb. The large angular separation whi h may be hosen between the diaphragms provides a high altitude resolution. Here, the
inuen e of the model used for the limb is rstly dis ussed. Then, some results of angle-of-arrival
statisti s are presented. The ee ts of the ltering performed by the diaphragms and of eventual teles ope vibrations have been also studied. The results of additive studies (theory and/or
numeri al simulations) on erning the taking into a ount of the s intillation mainly due to turbulent layers at high altitudes, as well as the potentialities of the use of more than 2 diaphragms
simultaneously (for example 4 diaphragms in non-redundant angular positions lead to 6 angular
baselines and thus 6 dierent maximum sensing altitudes and 6 dierent altitude resolutions)
are given. The altitude resolution whi h may be rea hed is widely dis ussed. Finally, the ase
of night-time observations is presented, the diaphragms being pla ed on the lunar limb image.
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Aklim: a potential site for astronomi al observations
A. Bounhir , Z. Benkhaldoun and M. Sarazin
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Moro o is a andidate among ve ones in the European-Extremely Large Teles ope Proje t
Prospe t. Aklim is the site that has been hosen by Moro an astronomers as a potential site
for astronomi al observations.
In this paper, we present the meteorologi al study of this site as well as aerosol over and
wind hara teristi s at 200 mb, as they exert a great inuen e on seeing quality. The data for
meteorologi al study in lude wind speed and dire tion, temperature, relative humidity, loud
over and atmospheri pre ipitable water vapour ontent. These data ome on the one hand
from the National Center for Environmental Predi tion/National Center for Atmospheri Resear h NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis, and on the other hand from the newly set up meteorologi al
station at this site. Statisti al analysis of meteorologi al data and tropospheri winds has been
performed for more than ten years. Aerosol data ome from Earth Observing satellites, Total Ozone Mapping Spe trometer (TOMS), Moderate Resolution Imaging Spe tro-Radiometer
(MODIS) and Multiangle Imaging Spe troradiometer (MISR). Comparisons with famous observatories have been performed.
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Data assimilation and mesos ale modelisation for
opti al turbulen e fore ast
P. Brousseau and L. Auger
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Centre National des Re her hes Météorologiques (CNRM), Toulouse, Fran e

Lo al Meso-s ale modelisation provides informative fore ast of opti al turbulen e ompared
to large s ale models through pre ise simulation of atmospheri variables inside troposphere ( f
Christine La 's talk). From temperature proles an a urate ree tive index an be dedu ed.
That information is valuable for optimal s heduling of s ienti programs and instruments. Su h
limited-area simulations require initial onditions to be as good as possible. So far intial onditions were derived from a global atmospheri model through a pro ess that adapts elds to ner
grid resolution (so alled "dynami al adaptation mode" ). For global model, initial onditions for
a given time is a subtle blend between the last short-term fore ast and every observation available
inside a spe i time-window, that pro ess being named "data assimilation". Nowodays initial
onditions for lo al meso-s ale models an also be obtained through mesos ale data assimilation,
showing some improvement ompared to the dynami al adaptation mode. The rst part of the
presentation will be devoted to a general and omprehensive introdu tion of data assimilation for
meteolorogi al models. Then we will review the dierent types of data fo ussing on spe i ities
of lo al area models. The last part will show the improvements expe ted for data assimilation
mode versus dynami al adaptation mode with the example of Météo-Fran e's AROME proje t.
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The development of Mauna Kea Weather Center:
Fore asting planetary-s ale to the turbulent-s ale
ir ulations for astronomy.
S. Businger , T. Cherubini and R. Lyman
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MKWC, Department of Meteorology, University of Hawaii, US

This paper will provide an overview of the history of the Mauna Kea Weather Center and the
multidis iplinary hallenges fa ed in providing a urate ustom now asts and fore asts of summit
operating and viewing onditions. A prerequisite to formulating a urate fore asts that target
the summit of Mauna Kea is an ability to olle t in near real time a varied set of observations
that range in time and spa e from planetary s ale to mole ular turbulen e. On e olle ted,
the diverse data streams must be synthesized and ingested/assimilated into numeri al weather
predi tion models that are ustomized to provide guidan e spe i to the needs of the astronomy
ommunity. The fore ast meteorologist must be intimately familiar not only with meteorologi al
phenomena that span the same range in time and spa e, but in addition he/she must be able to
grasp the spe ial needs of the lient ommunity and ee tively translate and ommuni ate the
perishable information.
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High-resolution SLODAR measurements on Mauna Kea
T. Butterley , R. Wilson , M. Chun , R. Avila and J. L. Avilés
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We have made high order (32x32 subaperture) Sha k-Hartmann wavefront sensor observations
of binary stars with separations of approximately 30 ar se onds using the University of Hawaii
2.2m teles ope. We present results of a Slope Dete tion and Ranging (SLODAR) analysis of
the data yielding measurements of turbulen e strength, wind velo ity and velo ity dispersion as
a fun tion of altitude, with approximately 500m verti al resolution. We also pla e onstraints
on the validity of the Taylor frozen ow approximation and explore the impli ations for layeroriented predi tive AO re onstru tion algorithms.
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Sierra Negra hara terization: an update

E. Carras o , A. Carramiñana , C. Gutierrez , J. L. Aviles and Remy Avila
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Lo ated at about 19 degrees North latitude, 97 degrees West longitude and at an altitude
of 4580m, Sierra Negra is the site of the Large Millimeter Teles ope (LMT), a 50-m antenna to
work between 1-3 millimeters. The development of the LMT site led to the installation of further
s ienti fa ilities beneting from its strategi lo ation, as a 5m radio teles ope and solar neutron
teles ope. More re ently the base of Sierra Negra, about 500m below the summit, was hosen as
the site for the High Altitude Water Cerenkov gamma-ray observatory (HAWC). The site is in
the boundary between Puebla and Vera ruz states, at the edge of the Mexi an entral plateau
whi h drops East to rea h the Gulf of Mexi o at a distan e of about 100 km. The weather of the
site is inuen ed by the dry weather of the high altitude plateau and humid onditions oming
from the Gulf. Opa ity data has been olle ted sin e 1997 and weather data sin e 2000. Here
we present an overview of the limate onditions measured by dierent teams.
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Evaluation of GFS and MM5 meteorologi al models for
Paranal, Pa hón and Ma ón zones
A. Cha ón
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University of Valparaiso, Chile

Paranal is lo ated in the North zone of Chile (2Â°region), whi h is onsidered a privileged
zones for the astronomi al observations for his desert ondition, not mu h loudiness and low
light ontamination. These same onditions are repeated in the pa hón summit (4th region)
where is the GEMINI south teles ope. The same features has the zone of Ma on in Salta region
in Argentina. This pla e is one of the sites presele ted for the onstru tion of the ELT. The
behavior of the atmosphere is important within the astronomi al observation be ause knowing
his future state it would be possible to be programmed the nights of observation. For this
models of weather fore ast that are used they simulate the behavior of the atmosphere. The
period in study was year 2005, where the atmosphere onditions were simulated GFS and MM5
with models. GFS is a global model and serves like ondition of edge for the MM5 be ause is
a mesoes alar model . In order to realise the analysis of the simulations in Ma on and Paranal
the geographi data were interpolated using oordendas of ea h station to realise the omparison
of the meteorologi al variables. Statisti al parameters like the orrelation, quadrati error mean
and bias were used. In this evaluation we veried 5 variables, the temperature at 2 meters,
humidity regarding 2 meters, atmospheri pressure, dire tion and intensity of the wind at 10
meters. In the rst part of the analysis we found that the prognosis of MM5 model is better than
GFS model, ree ted in the orrelations. This improvement is around a 20% when omparing
the orrelations obtained by MM5 model over GFS model that in lusively rea hes to 50%, in
some hours. In the se ond part of the analysis the lter of Kalman will be implemented to erase
the systemati errors of the simulations of GFS and MM5. Their ex ellent results are dis ussed.
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Modeling Opti al Turbulen e using the Weather
Resear h Fore asting System, WRF. Sensitivity
analysis to horizontal and verti al resolution.
T. Cherubini , S. Businger , R. Lyman
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In 2004 sta at the Mauna Kea Weather Center implemented an opti al turbulen e algorithm
within the operational runs of MM5, thus providing predi tions of Cn2 and seeing as guidan e
for a ommunity of astronomers asso iated with Mauna Kea Observatories. The Mauna Kea
Weather Center re ently transitioned from using MM5 to the Weather Resear h and fore ast
(WRF) model for its operational runs. The WRF model was onstru ted from the ground up
by a team of resear hers from the university and operational ommunities in the U.S. WRF's
ar hite ture allows atmospheri modeling at higher resolution than previously possible with
MM5, while taking full advantage of the parallel omputing ar hite ture provided by modern
luster omputers. WRF's modeling apabilities range from global s ale to loud/eddy resolving
s ale. This paper des ribes the adaptation of our opti al turbulen e algorithm to the WRF
framework. Preliminary results from a sensitivity analysis to hanges in horizontal and verti al
will also be presented.
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We present the results of the an extensive study of the ground layer opti al turbulen e at
the summit of Mauna Kea using a SLODAR/LOLAS instrument. The opti al turbulen e in the
boundary layer is a signi ant ontribution to the total seeing and generally equal in strength to
the free atmospheri turbulen e. However, the opti al turbulen e within the boundary layer is
onned within the rst hundred meters above the site. The impli ations for GLAO on Mauna
Kea are dramati . GLAO an provide extremely wide orre ted elds (a degree) at the free
seeing limit at visible wavelengths with a moderate number of guide stars (laser or natural).
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Planning operations for the European Extremely Large
Teles ope
F. Comeron
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The advent of the giant teles opes su h as the 42-m European Extremely Large Teles ope
(E-ELT), expe ted before the end of the next de ade, is bound to produ e new paradigms in
the operations of astronomi al observatories. It will also produ e further evolution of many
novel on epts that have been su essfully introdu ed in the operation of the urrent generation
of 8/10m- lass teles opes. The integration of adaptive opti s apabilities in the design of the
E-ELT and the high performan e enabled by new te hnologies in astronomi al instrumentation
have enabled very ambitious s ien e ases that push the apabilities of the teles ope and its
instruments to the limits. However, the exploitation of su h apabilities will require a areful
planning of s ien e operations aiming to fully optimize the use of the available observing time
and the way in whi h s ientists will intera t with the fa ility. We review the most important
features of s ien e operations foreseen at the E-ELT, some requirements linked to the variety of
adaptive opti s modalities that will be available at the teles ope and its instruments, and how
the urrent design of the E-ELT fa ility and its operations model intends to respond to these
needs.
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Meteorologi al study of an event of turbulen e in TMT
sites: ase 13 of August of 2006
O. Cuevas
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In the north of Chile exists three presele ted sites for the onstru tion of TMT (Thirty
Meters Teles ope) teles ope, Tolar (21.964◦ S, 70.099◦ W, 2290 m.a.s.l.), Tolon har (23.933◦ S,
67.975◦ W, 4477 m.a.s.l) amd Armazones (24.58◦ S, 70.189◦ W, 3064 m.a.s.l.). In these sites
measurements of meteorologi al standard variables, turbulen e (Cn2 ) and seeing data by MASS
are olle ted. Analysis of the Cn2 data shows a spe ial ase of turbulen e on the night of August
13th, 2006. The turbulen e appeared on Tolon har between 3-4 UTC and 2 at 16 km, and in
Tolar appeared between 5-8 UTC and 1 at 2 km. In Armazones turbulen e was not registered.
Synopti analysis for this day show anti y loni predominan e (AP) and Jet Stream (JS) in high
levels of atmosphere. Simulations with MM5 mesos ale model are performed and ompared with
in situ real meteorologi al data. Turbulen e in Tolon har is asso iate to Jet Stream, but the
turbulen e in Tolar is not lear by synopti onditions. Also traje tories were al ulated for
ea h site on the verti al levels of the MASS to 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8 km of height. The low levels
traje tories in Tolar show the origin of air in this night from south-east on the entral valley and
follow the orography. For Armazones the low level traje tories were from north-east, similarly
to Tolar. The ow that ae ts the Tolon har is inuen ed by the ir ulation of the West near
to the middle atmosphere (500 hPa). Simulations with MM5 model show lear signs of the lo al
ir ulation for ea site, but to improve the results it is ne essary to in rease the verti al resolution
of the mode in order to at h the turbulent pro esses and their evolution and the relation with
good and bad seeing.
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The impa t of seismi ity on high angular resolution
astronomy: the ase of the Canaries Observatories
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Seismi ity indu es ground verti al and horizontal displa ements that ould ae t the image
quality obtained by teles opes in a similar fashion than atmospheri turbulen e. In this work,
we study the ee t of lo al seismi ity relative to atmospheri turbulen e upon the image quality
of astronomi al observations at the Canary Island observatories (El Teide observatory on the
island of Tenerife and Roque de los Mu ha hos observatory on the island of La Palma, both
being separated about 150 km). Three dierent aspe ts of seismi ity are studied, namely regional
seismi ity (that is ompared with other astronomi al sites), seismi noise and possible resonan es
between seismi noise and the stru ture of teles opes.
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The ground layer as seen by MASS and DIMM and its
relation to mi rometeorology
S. Els , M. S hoe k , T. Travouillon , R. Riddle and W. Skidmore
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A study of the ground layer turbulen e as seen by the ombined measurements by MASS and
DIMM during the TMT site survey is presented. The TMT site survey data in lude also the
ne essary meteorologi al parameters to infer important mi rometeorologi al quantities. Several
ases are being presented demonstrating the regime in whi h small s ale lo al ee ts dominate
the seeing within the rst few hundred meters of the atmosphere. Some preliminary results of a
spe i DIMM ampaign are presented as well.
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Comparing TMT site testing results to limate inde es
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The ve TMT site testing stations lo ated in the entral and eastern part of the Pa i area,
formed during their time of simultaneous operation a turbulen e monitoring network. These
stations obtained during their lifetime of at least 2.5 years on ise data of the atmospheri
turbulen e strength and other meteorologi al parameters. Here, these data will be analysed in
view of their orrelation with a number of limate indi es, indi ative of ee ts on the global s ale.
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Turbulen e stru ture and meteorologi al onditions at
Teide and Roque de los Mu ha hos observatories
(Canary Islands)
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The proper hara terization of the turbulen e stru ture in an astronomi al site requires a
statisti al study of the refra tive-index stru ture onstant (Cn2 (h)). Our team is monitoring
sin e 2004 the Cn2 (h) proles at the Teide and Roque de los Mu ha hos observatories on the
islands of Tenerife and La Palma (Canary Islands, Spain), both sites being separated about 160
km. In this poster, we ompare the seasonal behaviour of the turbulen e stru ture at these two
astronomi al sites. We also dis uss the night-to-night turbulen e behaviour at these sites in
omparison to meteorologi al onditions.
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Verti al turbulen e proles at the Canary Islands
Astronomi al Sites
B. Gar ia-Lorenzo , J. J. Fuensalida , and M. A. C. Rodríguez-Hernández
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We present the results of the monitoring of the opti al turbulen e proles at the Canary
Islands astronomi al sites (Roque de los Mu ha hos observatory (ORM) and Teide observatory
(OT), Spain) sin e February 2004. The data has been obtained using the generalized-SCIDAR
te hnique at the 1m Ja obous Kaptein teles ope at the ORM and 1.5m Carlos Sán hez teles ope
at the OT. We present the monthly and seasonal more probable verti al stru ture of the turbulen e from 2004 at these sites, and the entiles in height of the Cn2 . The onsisten e of the
behaviour of the turbulen e in dierent time s ales is ru ial for AO/MCAO systems. We study
how the position of hypotheti onjugated planes of a MCAO system ae ts to the improvement
of the isoplanati angle aused by the temporal evolution of the turbulen e.
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Studing the relationship between the average velo ity
of the turbulen e (V0) and high altitude winds (V200)
at the Teide Observatory (poster)
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The requirements for ex ellent image quality of urrent large and future very large teles opes
demand a proper knowledge of atmospheri turbulen e, and several proje ts are already pursuing
this aim. The pre ise hara terization of the turbulen e above a parti ular site requires long-term
monitoring, and in order to ounter the la k of long-term information on turbulen e, high-altitude
winds (in parti ular winds at the 200-mbar pressure level, V200) have been proposed (Sarazin &
Tokovinin 2002) as a parameter for estimating the total turbulen e at a parti ular site, be ause
re ords of this parameter exist from several sour es. This proposal is based on the idea that
the greatest sour e for turbulen e generation is related to the highest peak in the verti al wind
prole, whi h is lo ated at the 200-mbar pressure level globally. Moreover, Sarazin & Tokovinin
(2002) nd a good orrelation between the average velo ity of the turbulen e, V0, and V200 of
the form V0= 0.4*V200 at the Cerro Pa hon and Paranal Observatories in Chile. Although the
V0-V200 relationship has not been tested at other sites, its validity would simplify the al ulation
of key parameters for adaptive opti s, su h as the oheren e time. In this poster, we present
the study of the possible onne tion between V0 and V200 at the Teide Observatory, dening
the possible linear relationship between these two parameters and determinig the onstant of
proportionality for this site.
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A new dierentiation wavefront sensor for open-loop
laser tomography on ELTs
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We present a new on ept for an opti al dierentiation wavefront sensor, featuring a very
high number of phase measurements a ross the pupil, with a linear response versus the phase
gradient. This sensor is dedi ated to open-loop phase measurements, for adaptive opti s of
wavefront hara terisation. Its noise behavior and sensitivity gain are insensitive to hanges in
the LGS spot shape. We show lab measurements we have a quired with this sensor, obtained
though turbulen e on a elongated laser spot.
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Future-Look S ien e Operations for the LBT
R. Green
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The re ongurable opti s of LBT provides onsiderable versatility for observers to hoose
instruments and modes in near real time. Current values and predi tions about both loud
over and turbulen e will be ome a riti al fa tor in those hoi es, as the suite of available
instruments expands with time. Two modes of operation are envisioned, both of whi h involve
hanges of fo al station in response to onditions. One is partner-observer queue mode for fa ility
instruments, whi h in ludes natural guide star adaptive opti s. In that ase, queue planning will
use predi tions and a tual seeing to a ommodate those programs requiring the best onditions.
The other is a blo k-s heduling mode for new or omplex apabilities, su h as interferometry
and early days of laser guide star operations. In that mode, site information will be essential for
shifting to ba kup programs on nights that prove to be unsuitable for stable fringe tra king or
reliable laser proje tion.
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Preliminary results of the Opti al Atmosphere
Turbulen e monitoring during Laser Guide Star
Commisioning
J.-C. Guerra
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A ombinaded MASS and DIMM instrument has been used to quantify the ee ts of the
opti al atmospheri turbulen e on the Rayleigh Laser Guide Star ommissioning during dierent
turbulent s enarios. The importan e to know the verti al distribution of the refra tion index
parameter Cn2 along the LGS path and relationship of ground layers and free atmosphere seeing
make the use of a turbulen e monitor an important key in the performan es and improvement
of the LGS Observing system and in the development of new Adaptative Opti s Instruments.
We report preliminary statisti al gures of the atmosphere turbulen e proles during the ING
Ground Laser Guide Star (GLAS) ommissioning.
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Comparison of the atmosphere above the South Pole,
Dome C and Dome A: rst attempt
S. Hagelin , E. Mas iadri , F. Las aux and J. Stoesz
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In this ontribution we present and dis uss the results re ently published in Hagelin et al.
2008 (MNRAS 387(4), 1499).
Using the analysis-data from the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Fore asts) for an entire year (2005), the monthly median of several meteorologi al parameters,
su h as wind speed and potential temperature, are used to investigate three sites on the Internal
Antar ti Plateau (Dome A, Dome C and the South Pole) for astronomi al appli ations. Radiosoundings from Dome C and the South Pole are used to verify the reliability of the analyses
and to study the wind speed in the rst 100 m as the analysis-data are not optimized for this
altitude-range. The wind speed in the free atmosphere is obtained from the ECMWF-analyses
for all three sites. In this ontext a fourth site, Dome F, is also dis ussed. In the free atmosphere
the stability is studied using the Ri hardson number, whi h is an indi ator of the probability to
trigger thermodynami al instabilities. We nd that, in the large majority of the ases, the free
atmosphere over the Internal Antar ti Plateau is more stable than at mid-latitude sites. Dome
C shows worse thermodynami instability onditions than those predi ted above the South Pole
and Dome A in the same verti al slab. Finally we provide a ranking of the three sites with
respe t to wind speed, in the free atmosphere (ECMWF analyses) as well as in the surfa e layer
(radiosoundings).
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Opti al turbulen e proles at CTIO from a 12-element
lunar s intillometer
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The spatial ovarian e of intensity u tuations of moonlight an be used to infer the verti al
distribution of atmospheri turbulen e. Our lunar s intillometer employs 12 sili on photodiodes
to measure the intensity ovarian e over baselines of up to 1.5 m. By inverting the data one
obtains a measure of the turbulen e prole in the lower 0.5 km of the atmosphere. I will summarize the theory, des ribe our instrument and inversion te hnique, and show some representative
results from a year of turbulen e measurements at Cerro Tololo Inter-Ameri an Observatory.
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Preparing for Interferometry with the LBT
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The Large Bino ular Teles ope Interferometer (LBTI) is being built to arry out oherent
imaging and nulling interferometry in the thermal infrared. In preparation for this we are arrying
out test observations using the single aperture 6.5 m MMT as a pseudo-interferometer. I will
present results from these observations, showing phase sensing and stabilization using interferen e
at 2 mi rons. We have found that the use of average tip-tilt information over the subapertures
provides useful additional information in tra king phase errors and have developed an algorithm
that uses both error signals to stabilize the phase for deep nulling interferometri observations.
The observational experien e being developed at the MMT is important in simulating expe ted
results and ranges of usable onditions for operation of the LBTI.
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The impa t of refra tive index dispersion and water
vapor based opti al turbulen e on AO system
performan e in the mid infrared.
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Sin e the beginning of the history of astronomi al adaptive opti s (AO) in the late 80', the
ee t of refra tive index dispersion was onsidered ompletely negligible by the AO ommunity,
with reason, as it an be demonstrated that for medium size teles ope apertures, in the near
infrared regime, and low to moderate order AO systems, opti al turbulen e an be onsidered
a hromati . Nowadays, though, with the event of extremely large teles opes and their very high
angular resolution, the planning of extremely high order AO systems (Strehl ratios in the range
0.9 to 1), and AO system for the mid-infrared, we start to be in regimes where the variation of
the refra tive index with the wavelength, and with meteorologi al onditions be omes noti eable
and an have a signi ant impa t on AO performan e, therefore annot be negle ted anymore.
Now, solutions have been devised to ompensate or at least mitigate some of the ee ts generated
by dispersion, but these te hniques riti ally depend on models of the air refra tivity whi h in
turn depend on the a ura y of the measurement of lo al weather onditions. On top of that,
it is known that towards the far end of the mid-infrared regime (∼10 mi rons and beyond),
opti al turbulen e due to the water vapor be omes signi ant, and dry air models of turbulent
prole measured in the visible annot be used anymore to assess system's performan e. As
a onsequen e, it is be oming urgent, today, rst to nd reliable te hniques to determine the
refra tive index u tuation models parameters during AO observations, and se ond to nd ways
to assess the real impa t of water vapor opti al turbulen e, and if needed, devise methods to
measure the asso iated opti al turbulen e verti al prole, as seen in the mid-infrared regime. In
this paper, we rst review the knowledge on wet air refra tivity, its impa t on opti al turbulen e,
then dis uss the onsequen es for AO-based observations, emphasizing the need for a urate
measurement of meteorologi al onditions, and opti al turbulen e in the mid to far infrared
regime.
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The meso-s ale meteorologi al models Meso-NH and
AROME
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It is well known that opti al turbulen e is triggered by phenomena su h as lee waves, gravity
waves, jet stream or wind shear and onve tion. Furthermore, most of the opti al turbulen e
is on entrated in the Atmospheri Boundary Layer (ABL, rst two kilometres), onse utively
ae ted by onve tive pro esses during the day and stable nightly onditions. Therefore these
phenomena are better simulated by using meteorologi al models based on non hydrostati equations, ne horizontal and verti al resolutions and a sophisti ated physi s to better understand
and represent the opti al turbulen e. The rst part of the presentation will be dedi ated to a
des ription of the Meso-NH atmospheri model and its re ent results with possible astronomi al
appli ations (Mas iadri et al., 2004, see Mas iadri's talk). A more stable adve tion s heme has
been re ently implemented, that is able to maintain the sharp gradients of the elds to be better
transported. The benet of the algorithm will be shown on idealized trapped orographi waves
o urring downstream of a mountain ow and in reasing the turbulen e. Examples of Meso-NH
used on a broad range of resolution will be shown, from the meso-s ale (e.g. 1-2 km horizontal
resolution) to Large Eddy simulations (LES, 100m resolution or ner). LES are a frequent way
to study dierent regimes in the ABL, and re ent investigations of stably stratied ABL (Cuxart
et al., 2007) or onve tive ABL (Couvreux et al., 2005) will be shown. For meso-s ale simulations
with a grid box of a few kilometers, a re ent improvement is a new Eddy-Diusivity-Mass-Flux
s heme, a parameterization of the ontribution of larger vorti ies and plumes in dry and loudy
onve tive boundary layers (Pergaud et al., 2008). The se ond part will fo us on AROME, the
new weather fore ast mesos ale system of Météo-Fran e, rst applied on Fran e, whi h omprises
a data assimilation system (see P.Brousseau's talk) and a numeri al model. The latter is based
on a spe tral non hydrostati dynami s, at 2.5km horizontal resolution and a physi al pa kage
oming from Meso-NH. Arome is planned to be ome operational at the end of 2008. Obje tive
s ores and some real test ases will be presented with a spe ial fo us on turbulent pro esses.
Couvreux, F., F. Gui hard, J.-L. Redelsperger, C. Kiemle, V. Masson, J.-P. Lafore, and C.
Flamant, Water-vapour variability within a onve tive boundary-layer assessed by large-eddy
simulations and IHOP 2002 observations, Quart. J. Roy. Meteor. So ., 131, 2665-2693, 2005.
Cuxart, J., and M. A. Jiménez, Mixing pro esses in an no turnal low-level jet: An LES study,
Mon. Weather Rev., 64, 1666-1679, 2007.
Mas iadri E. , Avila R., San hez L.J., 2004 : Statisti reliability of the Meso-Nh atmospheri al
model for 3D, simulations. RMxAA, 40, 3.
Pergaud, J., V.Masson, S.Malardel and F.Couvreux 2008: A Parameterization of Dry Thermals and Shallow Cumuli for Mesos ale Numeri al Weather Predi tion. Submitted to Bound.
Lay. Meteor.
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IMAKA: Imaging from MaunA KeA
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The Canada Fran e Hawaii Teles ope has a long history of wide-eld imaging, and this is
ree ted in its users ommunity. Many proje ts are ompeting in the A.omega ra e but so far,
all are limited by atmospheri turbulen e. The hara teristi s of the turbulen e of Mauna Kea
are perfe tly mat hed to su h an instrument: a very thin ground layer with ex ellent free seeing
(Chun etal, Gemini site study) would allow very wide elds to be orre ted by a GLAO system,
making the site an integral part of the instrument design.
The goal of this proje t is to a hieve exquisite image quality over the largest possible eld
of view, with a goal of a FWHM of not more than 0.3" over a square degree eld in the opti al
domain. This goal depends ru ially on the thi kness of the ground layer and its prevalen e.
But over su h large elds the probability of nding su iently numerous and bright natural
guide sour es is high, although a onstellation of laser bea ons ould be onsidered to ensure
homogeneous and uniform image quality.
The image is then limited by the free atmosphere seeing (0.2" to 0.4"). This an be further
improved by an Orthogonal Transfer CCD amera (Tonry etal, PASP 1997) whi h an orre t
lo al image motion on isokineti s ales from residual high altitude tip-tilt. Knowing the verti al
turbulen e prole, the outer s ale and the isokineti pat h an help at the design level, but
potentially also in real time operations.
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The Antar ti a polar vortex: study of winter 2005
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During winter and springtime, the ow above Antar ti a at high altitude (upper troposphere
and statosphere) is dominated by the presen e of a vortex entered above the ontinent. It lasts
typi ally from August to November. This vortex is hara terized by a strong y loni jet entered
above the polar high.
In a re ent study of four dierent sites in the Antar ti internal plateau (South Pole, Dome C,
Dome A and Dome F), Hagelin et al. (2008) made the hypothesis that the wind speed strength in
the upper atmosphere should be related to the distan e of the site to the enter of the Antar ti
polar vortex. This high altitude wind is very important from an astronomi al point of view sin e
it an inuen e strongly some opti al turbulen e parameters. What we are interested in here is
to lo alize the position of the minimum wind in altitude. For that we studied the analyses from
the ECMWF for winter 2005 at dierent levels. We dedu ed a prefered position of this minimum,
tilted with altitude, in a zone between South Pole and Dome A, for the year 2005. This extensive
study over one entire winter onrms the "position spa e" of the polar high dedu ed by Hagelin
et al. (2008).
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Numeri al simulations of the wintertime opti al
turbulen e in Antar ti a with the mesos ale model
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Mesos ale model su h as Meso-NH have proven to be highly reliable in reprodu ing 3D
maps of opti al turbulen e (Mas iadri et al (1999), Mas iadri and Jabouille (2001), Mas iadri
et al (2004)). These last years ground-based astronomy has been looking towards Antar ti a,
espe ially its summits and the ontinental plateau where the opti al turbulen e appears to be
onned in a shallow layer lose to the i y surfa e. Preliminary measurements have so far
indi ated pretty good value for the seeing: 0.27", Lawren e et al. (2004), 0.36", Agabi et al.
(2006) and 0.4", Trinquet et al. (2008) at Dome C, for examples. However some un ertainties
remain. That's why our group is fo using on a detailed study of the atmospheri ow and
turbulen e in the internal Antar ti Plateau. A study among others (Hagelin et al., 2008)
has shown that the analyses from the ECMWF global model do not des ribe su iently the
antar ti boundary layer in the plateau. A better des ription ould be obtained with a mesos ale
meteorologi al model. Our intention in this study is to use the Meso-NH model to do predi tions
of the atmospheri ow in the internal plateau. The use of this model has another advantage: we
have a ess to informations inside an entire 3D volume, whi h is not the ase with observations
only.
Two dierent ongurations of the model have been used: one with a low horizontal resolution (∆X = 100 km) and another one with higher horizontal resolution with the help of the
grid-nesting intera tive te hnique (∆X = 1 km in the innermost domain). The impa t of the
dierent onguration indu ed on the simulated meteorologi al parameters has already been
studied (Las aux et al. 2007). We present here the rst fore asted Cn2 proles extended on the
whole 20 km obtained with a mesos ale model (Meso-Nh), surfa e layer thi kness and seeing values above Con ordia Station at Dome C in winter time. Turbulen e distribution re onstru ted
by Meso-Nh will be ompared to the measured one (Trinquet et al. (2008)) for all the 16 nights
monitored in winter time 2005.
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A new Meso-Nh surfa e s heme optimized for polar
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In the frame of AROME*, a new proje t of Météo-Fran e in terms of numeri al weather
predi tion, joint eorts of CNRM (Centre National de Re her hes Météorologiques, Toulouse,
Fran e) resear h departments, Laboratoire d'Aérologie (Université Paul Sabatier, Toulouse, Fran e)
will ontribute to the development of a new meso-s ale weather predi tion model for resear h
a tivities, operational data assimilation and fore ast (2008). In the development of AROME,
the modelisation of surfa e pro esses has been externalised in order to have a full ompatibility
between the surfa e representation in resear h and operational models. One of the obje tives of
the externalisation is to better take into a ount the heterogeneity of the surfa e with spe i
physi al parameterisations over town, vegetation, lake and open water.
The part of the numeri al ode on erning the intera tion between soil, biosphere and atmosphere (ISBA), that hara terizes the ex hanges of energy between the atmosphere and the
vegetation, has been adapted to Polar onditions in order to be used at Dome C (Antar ti a).
This spe i study has been on eived in the ontext of a ollaboration set-up between the
GMME-CNRM and the ForOT Team - INAF-Osservatorio Astrosi o di Ar etri, Firenze, Italy.
The latter are, at present, involved in resear hes aiming to hara terize and quantify the opti al
turbulen e developed above potential astronomi al sites in the Internal Antar ti Plateau. The
study uses a meteorologi al dataset related to Dome C for the year 2005 (Osservatorio MeteoClimatologi o at Dome C, PNRA, Italy) and also the measurements of temperature done at
-5 m, -15 m and -30 m in the snow and the atmsopheri uxes (ISAC/CNR, Rome, Italy). A
simple version of the surfa e s heme, with only 2 layers to represent the heat transfer in the
snow olumn, is used to simulate the surfa e temperature representative of the rst entimeters
and a deep temperature that orresponds to the daily average of the surfa e. On top of that, a
limatologi al temperature is used to avoid a thermal drift of the system.
The alibration of the limatologi al temperature and its relaxation time have been done on a
monthly basis by minimizing the root mean square error between the simulated deep temperature
and the temperature observed at -30 m. The results show an improvement of the annual simulation of deep and surfa e temperatures. Besides we show preliminary validation tests done with
Meso-Nh (a Fren h meso-s ale resear h model) by the ForOt Team and aiming to quantify the
impa t of the surfa e s heme on other meteorologi al parameters hara terizing the atmsopehri
ow near the surfa e. Further tests are planned to evaluate the impa t in the omputation of the
turbulent surfa e uxes, and more generally in the representation of the boundary layer in luded
the ee ts on the opti al turbulen e.
(*) Operational Fren h meso-s ale model. The physi al pa kage omes from the Meso-Nh model.
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Astro limatologi al analysis of ground-based
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We present an analysis of possible orrelations between synopti al parameters relevant for
astronomi al observations, and the properties of atmospheri opti al turbulen e, in short and long
time s ale. The analysis gets started using the meteorologi al data of Observatorio del Roque
de Los Mu ha hos (Canary Islands) where a homogeneous long term database is available. We
are extending this work to the most important astronomi al sites, in luding those lo ated in
Northern Chile and Antar ti a. This analysis is aimed to optimize the use of the teles opes and
to give data useful for the sele tion of new astronomi al sites.
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HVR-GS at Mt. Graham: Opti al turbulen e verti al
distribution at standard and high resolution
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Sin e a few years measurements of the opti al turbulen e verti al distribution have been
done at Mt. Graham with a Generalized S idar (GS) lo ated at the fo us of the 1.75 m Vati an
Advan e Te hnologi al Teles ope (VATT). Su h a teles ope is pla ed on the summit of Mt.
Graham (Arizona) at around 250 m far away from the Large Bino ular Teles ope (LBT). Thanks
to a re ently proposed new te hnique (Egner & Mas iadri, 2006) based on the observation of
wide-binaries (30-35 ar se ) with a GS we ould also olle ted measurements of Cn2 proles
hara terized by a verti al resolution as high as 20-30 m in the rst 600 m. The statisti sample
of measurements onsists, at present, of 43 nights distributed in dierent periods of the year. In
this ontribution we present the main s ienti motivations of this extended survey as well as the
analysis and new insights into the turbulen e hara terization a hieved so far by this on-going
a tivity.
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ForOT: a new approa h for the opti al turbulen e
fore asts studies applied to the ground-based
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The hara terization of the opti al turbulen e (OT) done with meso-s ale models for astronomi al appli ations is an alternative approa h to this s ien e that intrinsi ally presents some
interesting and omplementary features/advantages with respe t to the hara terization done
with measurements.
The most important advantages are namely: (1) the possibility to des ribe a 3D map of the
2 in a region around a teles ope, (2) the possibility to fore ast the opti al turbulen e i.e. to
CN
know with some hours in advan e the state of the turbulen e onditions above an astronomi al
site and (3) the possibility to perform a limatology of the opti al turbulen e extended over
de ades. No other tool of investigation with omparable potentialities an be gured out at
present to a hieve these 3 s ienti goals.
The fore ast of the opti al turbulen e is a fundamental requirement for the optimization of
the management of the s ienti programs to be arried out at ground-based teles opes fo i.
Ground-based astronomy will remain an appealing option for astronomers with respe t to the
spa ed-based one only if the teles opes management will be performed taking advantage of the
best turbulen e onditions. The future of new ground-based teles opes generation relies therefore
upon the su ess of these studies.
ForOT is a s ienti proje t but even more, it identies a philosophy of approa h to the
studies and resear hes related to the hara terization of the opti al turbulen e in an astronomi al
ontext. In this ontribution we will deal about the main su ess obtained so far in this dis ipline
in the past, the new goals predetermined by ForOT and the main results we obtained so far. To
on lude, we will tra e a perspe tive at long time s ale showing where our resear h is addressed
and how the s ienti ommunity and the managers who lead the ground-based astronomi al
fa ilities an support our resear hers to progress in these studies.
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Detailed analysis of the turbulen e in the surfa e layer
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The image quality delivered by the VLT Unit Teles opes (UT's) is always better, and often
mu h better, than the seeing measured by the Paranal DIMM. This rather in onvenient disrepan y is thought to be due to the presen e of a thin (dh<20m) layer of turbulent air that
is seen by the DIMM but not by the UT's (Sarazin et al. 2008). The presen e of this Surfa e
Layer on Paranal has led some pundits to question the long term stability of the ex eptional
atmospheri onditions of Paranal, whi h would suggest that other sites in the area may not
be valid alternatives for the E-ELT. The fa t of the matter, however, is that while the seeing
measured by the DIMM has degraded over the past 10 years, the image quality delivered by the
UT's has at worst remained onstant, and at best improved over the same period of time. So
the real question we need to answer is what determines the height of the surfa e layer, and how
sensitive is this me hanism to the ee ts of limate hange. In this presentation we address these
fundamental questions on the basis of a detailed analysis of the meteorologi al data re orded at
Paranal over the past 8 years.
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Site Sele tion of Iranian National Observatory
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The Astronomi al So iety of Iran de ided in 2001 to make plans for a National Observatory
housing a 2m size teles ope. A workshop was organized on instrumentation and observatory site
sele tion by inviting the experts from ESO, Ni e University and Midi-Pyrenees Observatory in
Fran e, Indian Institute of Astronomy as well as from Iranian astronomi al ommunity. The
INO proposal was prepared by IASBS on 2003 and nally approved by the Ministry of S ien e,
Resear h and Te hnology on Mar h 2004. In this respe t the preliminary studies on erning
the long -term meteorologi al parameters was started in Institute for Advan ed Studies in Basi
S ien es (IASBS) in Zanjan. The andidate regions, namely, Kashan, Kerman, Marzi in Qom
and Birjand in South of Khorasan were sele ted among more than 30 potential sites around
the ountry ( Nasiri & Abedini, 2003, Nasiri, 2003). Four andidate sites have been sele ted
onsidering the long-term meteorologi al parameters. The meteorologi al studies on long-term
data olle ted by the lo al Synopti stations exist in or near the regions of interest as well as by
METEOSAT. To nd the nal site we had to measure the lo al atmospheri turbulen e, as an
important parameter, for these regions. We onstru ted four set of Dierential Image Motion
Monitor (DIMM) (Rodier, 1981, Sarazin & Rodier, 1990), using 11" Celestron teles ope, ST2000
CCD amera, PC and masks with 2 sub-apertures that were able to measure the statisti s of
the perturbations on the in oming wave front aused by the atmospheri turbulen e (Darudi &
Nasiri, 2005, Nasiri, 2005). To produ e a twin image the teles ope was set slightly out of fo us
instead of using a wedge in front of one of the apertures. The te hnique is known as the defo used
DIMM (Tokovinin, 2002). All four DIMM were alibrated simultaneously and were taken to the
four mentioned regions. We developed software whi h made it possible to nd the on site seeing
value by al ulating the statisti al varian e of the enteroid relative motion. By September 2004
our instruments were omplete. During one week intense ourse on site sele tion for training
about 40 young astronomers in IASBS, we sele ted 8 people and arranged them in four teams,
one for ea h site. We started to nd the best site in ea h aforementioned region and to make
road, building and preparing the living and transportation fa ilities. The simultaneous night time
seeing data started from April 2005 in a ontinuous manner throughout the whole year. After 11
months the Birjand site was reje ted ompared to the other 3 sites. 6 months later the Kerman
site was also reje ted (Nasiri & Darudi, 2006). By Mar h 2007 we stopped Data olle tion and
by onsidering the other astro limate parameters for Kashan (Kolahbar) and the Marzi sites,
it seems that, there is not a ru ial dieren e between their seeing ondition. We sele ted new
lo ation whi h is lo ated at higher altitude but nearby the old ones. For nal sele tion, our site
sele tion team will do some measurement of light pollution, seeing, sky brightness, per eptible
water, inversion layer and dust ondition from May up to August 2008 for new andidate sites.
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SLODAR proling of the surfa e layer of opti al
turbulen e
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A prototype of a new SLODAR instrument has been developed at Durham CfAI and tested at
the Paranal observatory. The instrument targets very wide double star targets, with separations
of several ar -minutes, to a hieve proling of the surfa e layer of turbulen e with very high
resolution in altitude (10m or less). We des ribe the instrument and the results of preliminary
observations made at Paranal.
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Mesos ale NWP over Antar ti a: AMPS and Support
for Ground-Based Astronomy
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The Antar ti Mesos ale Predi tion System (AMPS) eort is one by the United States to
provide real-time, high-resolution numeri al weather predi tion (NWP) over Antar ti a and the
high southern latitudes. AMPS is a mesos ale modeling system run at the U.S. National Center
for Atmospheri Resear h (NCAR) that provides twi e-daily fore asts for the U.S. Antar ti
Program. AMPS, however, also supports a host of international logisti and s ienti needs for
atmospheri fore ast output. As AMPS and its produ ts have been adapted over the years to
satisfy diverse needs for NWP guidan e over Antar ti a, supporting ground-based astronomy
would be a natural extension of the system. Dis ussed will be an introdu tion to AMPS, its
apabilities, and its potential for support of Antar ti fore asting needs of the ground-based
astronomy ommunity. Ideas for model produ ts tailored for astronomy and for avenues of
ollaboration for serving the international astronomy ommunity will be soli ited.
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Why is the VLT very e ient?
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Operating a large fa ility like the Very large Teles ope requires a lot of planning and eort.
But the nal goal is not only to operate it, but to operate it e iently.
VLT operations rely on a hybrid model that in ludes a large fra tion of Servi e Mode observing, whi h was identied from the very beginning as one of the key features for an e ient
use and su essful s ienti output of the fa ility.
After almost 10 years of operations, we have now gained a broad experien e on the various
features of this model and we an analyze its pros and ons. This presentation will fo us on
the analysis of dierent parameters that an measure the e ien y of our fa ilities and the user
satisfa tion.
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An Astronomer's View of Opti al Turbulen e
R. Ra ine
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Some provo ative de larations, generally supported by fa ts, will be made about the futility
or utility of various types of OT modeling. The exer ise has be ome futile for the purpose of
site sele tion. Now- asting and fore asting of turbulen e stru ture and of the resulting teles opi
point spread fun tion with a time resolution of a few minutes are primordial for the management
of s ien e programs, espe ially when adaptive opti s are used. Understanding and mitigating the
deleterious ee ts of "lo al" OT are also important. Challenges for meteorologists to meet are
proposed to help astronomers who annot fore ast and, quite generally, do not really understand
what spoils their teles opi images and attempt to improve them by largely empiri al measures.
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Dealing with turbulen e: some MCAO experien e and
beyond
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Multi Conjugated Adaptive Opti s, thanks to the Multi Conjugated Adaptive opti s Demonstrator (MAD) of ESO, entered into the realm of produ ing astronomi al s ien e after more than
a de ade. I review our experien e with the Layer Oriented Wavefront Sensor with an a ent to
the pra ti al inuen e of the en ountered atmospheri turbulen e on the a hieved s ien e. A,
maybe very personal, out ome of the perspe tive in the near and not so near future are outlined.
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TMT site sele tion survey: Instruments, methods and
operations
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The Thirty Meter Teles ope Proje t has been testing several mountains in Chile, Mexi o
and Hawaii to determine the eventual pla ement of the teles ope. The site testing proje t has
operated for several years, and employed a variety of methods to measure the suitability of
ea h of the sites. Here, we dis uss the instruments, methods and operations of the site testing
equipment, as well as future experiments planned for site hara terization.
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Cn2 prole monitoring usually relies on the exploitation of wavefront slope orrelations or

of s intillation pattern orrelations. S intillation is rather sensitive to high turbulen e layers
whereas wavefront slope orrelations are mainly due to layers lose to the re eiving plane. Wavefront slope and s intillation orrelations are therefore omplementary. Sha k-Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWFS) is urrently used to measure wavefront slopes only. But it ould also be
sensitive to s intillation as the average intensity in a given subaperture an be obtained by adding
pixel intensities in the subaperture fo al plane up. We propose here to exploit wavefront slope and
s intillation orrelations re orded with a SHWFS to retrieve the Cn2 prole. Two measurement
methods are exposed. In CO-SLIDAR (Coupled SLODAR SCIDAR), orrelations of SHWFS
data re orded on two separated stars are exploited. SCO-SLIDAR (Single CO-SLIDAR) relies
on the same prin iple as CO-SLIDAR but SHWFS data are re orded on a single star. Results
of Cn2 estimation from simulated SHWFS data are presented.
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Wavefront Chara terization Campaign at Paranal:
on urrent measurements with DIMM, MASS, GSM,
MOSP, LuS i and SCIDAR
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In the frame of the EU funded ELT Design Study, a wavefront hara terization ampaign has
been ondu ted at Paranal LT observatory in De ember 2007 involving on urrent measurements
with DIMM, MASS, GSM, MOSP, LuS i and SCIDAR. The ampaign goals and instrumentation
suite will be des ribed and preliminary results will be presented.
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TMT site sele tion survey: Calibration and results
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The Thirty Meter Teles ope Proje t has been testing several mountains in Chile, Mexi o
and Hawaii to determine the eventual pla ement of the teles ope. The site testing proje t has
operated for several years, and employed a variety of methods to measure the suitability of ea h
of the sites. Here, we dis uss the alibration of instruments and methods and the results from
the andidate sites.
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Global study of the Nimbus7/AI and the visual
CAMC/AE orrelation
E. A. Siher
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The use of the satellite data in astronomy is always possible, but its use depends on the
needed problem. In previous studies, we showed that is a link between Aerosol Index (AI)
satellite data and the ground Astronomi al Extin tion (AE). This link was possible using only
the AE threshold 0.2 mag/airmass and the AE threshold 0.7. In this work, we will present a
global study of this link by using the 2 days/one light and 2 nights/one day method to onrm
if one an use the satellite for the sites quali ation.
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Redu ing opti al turbulen e proler data to a
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A table of three proles, often alled good, typi al, and bad, that represent the free-atmosphere
together with another table of three to represent the ground-layer, is a popular and ee tive way
of representing the variety of verti al distributions of Cn2 (opti al turbulen e) in nine omposite
proles. A small number of proles for input to adaptive opti s (AO) simulations should produ e
the same distribution of the PSF image quality metri as if the AO simulation was run on a very
large, representative sample of Cn2 (h). In the ontext of ground-layer AO we expe t the zones of
un orre ted and partially orre ted turbulen e to be more important to the umulative distribution of the AO orre ted PSF metri of interest. We quantify this expe tation by generalizing the
omposite prole on ept to N tables ea h with MN proles for the zone that it will represent.
The referen e Cn2 prole population will be a large number of S idar measurements from Mt.
Graham and the ground-layer AO simulation will be a fast lter on the power spe trum of the
phase in order to ompute the full population of PSF images in a reasonable amount of time. We
nd N and ea h set of MN that su iently sample the verti al distribution to produ e smooth
and a urate umulative distributions of ground-layer AO PSF image FWHM and radius of 50%
en ir led energy.
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Modern instrumentation for measurement of
atmospheri turbulen e proles
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A number of te hniques exist to extra t turbulen e proles from the atmosphere, based on
in-situ sensors, observations of s intillation, and a ousti radar. In this talk we will review these
methods, their advantages, and their limitations. Atmospheri onditions above the Antar ti
plateau are very dierent to those above temperate sites, parti ularly in the winter time when
an intense temperature inversion is present through the lowest few tens of metres. The optimum
te hniques for studying Antar ti turbulen e might therefore be expe ted to dier from those
normally used. We will des ribe work urrently being ondu ted at the University of New South
Wales in the development of instrumentation that is spe i ally optimised for Antar ti a.
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Giant Magellan Teles ope Site Testing and
Chara terization at Las Campanas Observatory
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Las Campanas Observatory has been designated as the lo ation for the Giant Magellan Teles ope (GMT). We report results obtained sin e the ommen ement, in 2005, of a systemati
site testing ampaign at LCO. Meteorologi al ( loud over, temperature, pressure, wind, and
humidity) and DIMM seeing data have been obtained at three potential sites, and are ompared
with identi al data taken at the site of the twin Magellan 6.5m teles opes. In addition, measurements of the turbulen e prole of the free-atmosphere above LCO have been olle ted with a
MASS/DIMM. We examine the ontribution to the seeing arising from turbulen e in the ground
layer (dened here as below an altitude of 500 m) through the dieren e between the turbulen e
integrals in the full atmosphere (as measured by DIMM) and in the free atmosphere (as measured
by MASS). Additionally, we onsider photometri quality, light pollution, and pre ipitable water
vapor at LCO.
In preparation to hara terize the Giant Magellan Teles ope site and guide the development
of its AO system, two ampaigns to systemati ally ompare the turbulen e proles obtained
independently with three dierent instruments were ondu ted at Las Campanas Observatory
in September 2007 and January 2008. Slope dete tion and ranging (SLODAR) was used on the
2.5-m duPont teles ope. SLODAR measures the Cn2 prole as a fun tion of height through observations of double stars. The separation of the observed double sets the maximum altitude and
height resolution. Ground layer (altitudes < 1 km) and free atmosphere turbulen e proles are
ompared to those obtained with a lunar s intillometer (LuS i) and a multi-aperture s intillation
sensor (MASS), respe tively. In addition, the total atmospheri seeing was measured by both
SLODAR and a dierential image motion monitor (DIMM).
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Understanding the ground layer turbulen e of the
TMT sites
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The TMT andidate sites over three kinds of observatory terrain: Island, oastal and inland.
Their ground layer turbulen e therefore diers both in terms of intensity and verti al extend.
For the rst time, a omparison between these terrain an be arried out thanks to the array of
inter- alibrated instruments installed by TMT on these sites. The turbulen e proles obtained
with SODARs will be reviewed and a physi al interpretation of the results will be presented in
onjun tion with the thermal and topographi properties of the dierent sites.
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Opti al turbulen e and atmospheri instabilities
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During the winter 2004, a 2 weeks ampaign has been held at the Observatory of Haute
Proven e (OHP), in Fran e, from the 21st November to the 5th De ember. The goals of this
ampaign were to study the onditions in whi h opti al turbulen e are generated and the role
played by atmospheri gravity waves in this pro ess. Two te hni s were used to sense the opti al
turbulen e and meteorologi al parameters: meteorologi al balloons and S idar. Several meteorologi al balloons equipped with mi ro thermal sensors were laun hed at dierent as entional
wind speed to dete t the gravity waves. At the same time, the Generalized S idar or the Single
Star S idar were used at the fo us of the 152 m teles ope to retrieve and study the temporal
evolution of the opti al turbulent layers. We will present some results parti ularly interesting
obtained during one night where Kelvin-Helmholtz and gravity waves instabilities are learly put
in eviden e and trigged the opti al turbulent layers.
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The Roque de los Mu ha hos Observatory (ORM) at La Palma (Canary Islands) is one of
the two top pre-sele ted sites for hosting the future European Extremely Large Teles ope (EELT), the other one is Paranal. Meteorologi al and seeing onditions are ru ial both for the
site sele tion and for teles ope design and feasibility studies for adaptive opti s. The ELTs shall
be very sensitive to wind behaviour when operating in open air. Therefore, ground level wind
velo ity and wind gust are also required for the feasibility of the teles ope onstru tion. Here
we analyse the wind speed and wind dire tion, the air temperature, the relative humidity and
the barometri pressure statisti al results obtained from data re orded at dierent sites at the
ORM by several Automati Weather Stations (AWS) from 1985, day and night time separetely.
Ground wind speed regimes are ompared with those provided by satellites from 200mb to
700mb and ompared with those obtained at other astronomi al observatories. There exists
also observational eviden e of the orrelation between the seeing and the wind speed and wind
dire tion that will be dis ussed in this work. Apart from the expe ted small dieren es among
the ORM sites due to the dieren es in altitude, there are lo al meteorologi al ee ts asso iated
to the orographi al prole and geophysi al properties whi h are dis ussed in this work.
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We des ribe the urrent status, re ent enhan ements and appli ations of the SLODAR opti al
turbulen e monitors developed at Durham CfAI. SLODAR systems designed for real-time support of adaptive opti s for astronomy have been installed at the Cerro Paranal and Mauna Kea
observatories. Another system will be deployed at the South Afri an Astronomi al Observatory
in 2008. The instruments provide real-time measurements of the strength, altitude and velo ity
of the atmospheri opti al turbulen e. Re ent enhan ements, in luding greater automation, will
be des ribed. We summarize the apabilities of the instruments, data obtained to date, and their
impli ations for site hara terization and support of astronomy with adaptive opti s.
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Adaptive Opti s and Interferometry in the
International Astronomi al Community: Present and
Future Systems and the Impa t of Turbulen e
P. Wizinowi h
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This presentation is intended to provide an overview of the astronomi al apabilities provided
by existing and future AO and interferometer fa ilities, and the limitations and design onstraints
imposed by atmospheri turbulen e.
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Wavefront outer s ale is a relevant parameter for the experimental performan e evaluation
of large aperture teles opes. The a tual size of the outer s ale has long been ontroversial, with
measured values ranging from less than 10 m to more than 2 km. What is not ontroversial is
the on lusion that when the diameter of the teles ope approa hes or ex eeds the size of the
outer s ale, the opti al onsequen es of atmospheri turbulen e are hanged dramati ally from
their traditional Kolmogorov behavior. In parti ular, power in the lowest Zernike aberration
modes, e.g., tip and tilt and the overall stroke r equired for an adaptive-opti s system an be
mu h redu ed. A nite outer s ale has impli ations for interferometry as well. With the urrent
interest in the design of extremely large ground-based opti al and infrared teles opes, reliable
estimates of the outer s ale prole have assumed onsiderable importan e.
The GSM ("Generalized Seeing Monitor") is the only instrument dedi ated to this outer s ale
measurement. Developped by our team TOMI at Fizeau Laboratory, sin e 1997 this instrument
visited the major sites over the world (Paranal, La Silla, Cerro Pa hon, Mauna Kea, La Palma,
Dome C, San Pedro, Palomar, Maydanak...). A review of the outer s ale olle ted during the
GSM dierent ampaigns will be presented and dis ussed. Outer s ale measurements have been
onrmed by pro essing data obtained with existent High Angular Resolution instruments like
opti al interferometers and adaptive opti s systems. Correlations of measured outer s ale with
other opti al turbulen e parameters has been studied and will be dis ussed. Outer s ale values
provided by the GSM are model-dependent dedu ed in the ase of the von Karman model and the
use of another model would hange the L0 values. The validation of the atmospheri turbulen e
model by pro essing data obtained with 15 aligned baselines of the GSM instrument have been
studied. The rst results obtained with this new method at Calern Observatory and at Paranal
will be presented and dis ussed as well as the impli ation of the model on the GSM measurements
and on the HAR te hniques.
A new instrument MOSP (Monitor of Outer S ale Prole) has been developed by our team
for outer s ale prole extra tion. We retrieve the verti al distribution of wavefront outer s ale
by analysing angular orrelation of wavefront Angle of Arrival u tuations dedu ed from Moon's
limb image motion. We use simulated annealing algorithm to dedu e the height dependen e
of the wavefront outer s ale with given Cn2 proles simultaneously measured with the SCIDAR
instrument. We present results obtained during two ampaigns of observation at the Mauna Kea
Observatory (Hawaii) and the Observatoire de Haute Proven e (Fran e). Estimated outer s ale
proles exhibit smaller values in the boundary layer than in the free atmosphere. Comparisons
with GSM outer s ale measurements are possible and give good agreement. During the winterover
2007, the MOSP has been deployed at the Dome C site in Antar ti a. Some data have been
olle ted and the rst results will be probably presented. These results are of great importan e
due to the fa t that the GSM at Dome C exhibits outer s ale values two times smaller than
the mid-latitude sites and that turbulen e is dominated by a 30m surfa e layer. In addition,
veri ation of theoreti al relation between height-dependent outer s ales and those related to
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wavefront perturbations in oming in teles ope pupils has been performed.
Some impli ations on adaptive opti s systems and long-baseline interferometry are onsidered su h as wavefront tip-tilt orre tors and fringe tra kers whi h over ome the limitations
imposed by the atmosphere. For ELTs, sky overage limitations of an adaptive opti s system
due to anisoplanatism an be improved by te hniques like turbulen e tomography and multionjugate adaptive opti s whi h retrieve 3-dimensional instantaneous wavefront perturbations.
Air refra tive-index u tuations prole, give information on the ontribution of the dierent
heights to the wavefront distortions. Spatial orrelations on wavefront u tuations at large s ale
produ ed by turbulent layers and related wavefront outer s ale proles are needed for ompleting
the evaluation of atmospheri omponents whi h intervene in ELT optimal design. For example,
wavefront outer s ale proles are useful to dene maximal stroke needed for mirrors opti ally
onjugated at dierent altitudes of the atmosphere.
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